Abstract. Let x = A{t)x and \k(t) be the eigenvalues of the matrix A(t). The main result of the Method of Freezing [1] states that if \\A(t)\\ < a. Re aa(0 < A0 and \\A(t) -/í(í)||<9|r-í| .then ll*(0ll < l|.v(f0)l|Ö8exp(Ao + 2a\s)(t -t0) (t > r") for all solutions of the system, where
ll*(0ll < l|.v(f0)l|Ö8exp(Ao + 2a\s)(t -t0) (t > r") for all solutions of the system, where As = (C".5/4^)l/,"+l).
The previous best known value. C" = n(n + l)/2. is reduced to the substantially smaller value 2«"e""/(" -')!< \/2 n/rr.
The main result of the Method of Freezing [1] for linear differential equations can be stated as follows:
Let an n-dimensional system (1) x = A(t)x be given and let Xk(t) be the eigenvalues of the matrix A(t). If and Ds depends only on 8. Remarks, (i) In the trivial case 5 = 0, i.e. A(t) = const., \s has to be replaced by an arbitrary e > 0 and Ds by DF.
(ii) If A(t) is differentiable, then (4) is equivalent to \\À(t)\\ <S 8.
(iii) (5) is true but trivial when Xs > 1. So the method is of interest just for 8 small, in other words, for systems (1) with "slowly changing" matrix A(t).
We show that for 8 small enough, the constant Cn can be replaced by one close to (6) C; = 2n"e-"/ («-!)!.
Since by Stirling's Formula, C'" -2n(n"e-"/n\) < /2/i/ir , we have C'n < Cn for n = 1,2,... and C'n = o(Cn).
1. Theorem 1. Let (2)-(4) hold. Then given e, 0 < e < (n + 2)2/2, there is 8(e) > 0 such that for 8 < 8(e) estimate (5) holds with The value of 8(e) can be expressed explicitly:
The trivial case 8 = 0 is as in Remark (i).
To prove this theorem we need a number of preliminary steps.
2:
The "frozen" equation. For simplicity we let t0 = 0 in (5); the general case can be treated quite similarly-just replace (0, /) with (t0, t0 + t).
Fix a value tx ("the point of freezing") and rewrite (1) as
Then by the Variation of Constants Formula, we have for every solution x(t) of (1):
Notice that this is an identity in /,. Therefore tx can be chosen arbitrarily, in particular being a function of t. A proper choice of /, will play the crucial role.
3. To estimate the norms in (9) we need the following well-known inequality (e.g. see [1] or [2] ): If (2) and (3) hold, then (10) \\eM'^\\^p(2at)e>">\ where p = pn_x and (11) pk(z) = \+z/ll+---+zk/kl.
Let
(12) ||*(0ll = ||*(0)||e<*o+2«A>'«(0 and t, = t -y/2a, where X > 0 and y will be chosen later. Then taking norms in (9) and using (4) and (10) we get
Now apply a particular case of the general Cone Theorem (e.g. see [3] ).
Consider an integral inequality u(t)<f(t)+ f'F(t,s)u(s)ds (rs*0)
•'o where all functions are real valued, continuous and nonnegative. Iff(t) is bounded and frF(t, s)ds^ q< 1 forallt>0, JQ then u(t) is bounded: u(t) < sup f(t)/(l -q) (t s= 0).
In our case/O) = p(2at)e~2aXt is clearly bounded. So if we manage to prove that I = 8Í'\t-s-^-■ p(2a(t -s))e-2aM'-s) ds *£ q < 1 /n I z.a for 8 and À = Xs as in Theorem 1, then u(t) will be bounded and (5) will follow by 5. Recall that z denotes the only positive root of ( 15) whose existence has already been established. Also notice thatpk(z)e~z « eze~z = 1 and hence ak(z) < k. This estimate will suffice for k < n -1, but an(z) has to be found more explicitly.
We have 2"(z) = n\2p"(z)e~z -l] = n 2z"e~z é*¿r + 2Pn_¿z)e--\ Since the function z"e z (z > 0) takes on its maximum at z = n, we have 2z"<rz . 2n"e~"
Next, which is just (7). Let z0 be the root of (15) with this fixed X0. Then all ak(z0) become fixed, and by (17), Yo^ < ÔYo(X0).
x7o<[(c; + e)Yo]1/<n+,) = Xo> and by Lemma (ii), Qyo(X0) < 1. So (16) holds, and the proof is completed.
